Natare AWS Pools
Stainless steel systems for
swimming pools, water
features and aquatic facilities.

“The idea that all pools are created equal
just doesn’t hold water.”

Natare
Corporation

Important Features of
a Natare Pool System
•

certified to all current USA
Swimming, FINA, NCAA, YMCA and
NAHSA standards

•

ideal for recreational swimming,
hydrotherapy and water aerobics

•

suitable for in-ground, on-ground
or elevated construction

•

green — 100% recycled stainless
steel

•

heavy-gauge stainless steel
construction

•

compliant with most state,
municipal and local construction
codes

•

simple slab-on-grade
construction

why us?
Our rugged, unitized wall system is joined to a self-supporting
structural support system called a “buttress,” which ensures
pool stability whether empty or filled. The entire system is
individually engineered and structurally designed using
the most comprehensive computer design and modeling
tools to provide a complete three dimensional model
long before manufacturing or construction begins. We
provide complete and detailed drawings for every pool
we produce.

Natare pools provide years
of trouble-free service
with minimal upkeep and
maintenance. Sparkling clear
and clean water for a perfect
competition environment.

We build your pool’s components in advance, at our
Indianapolis manufacturing facility. The pool is then
shipped in large pieces, ready for a quick and easy
installation on-site in a few days.

We Give You Options
A Natare pool gives you something you won’t
find anywhere else — options. Whether you’re
renovating an aging concrete pool and simply
need a colorful lining system to make it watertight,
or you need a brand new aquatic facility built from
scratch, we will tailor a pool for you.
A full range of interior finish options are available to fit
your project requirements and budget.
Natare pools eliminate the waves and surge that can slow
swimmers down. Natare gutters and bulkheads, finished with
Natare GPM grating, create a neutral pool environment ideal
for training and competition.
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All-Welded | AWS
Pool Systems

Our elevated pools provide excellent water handling
technology and a sturdy, well-engineered design.
Our AWS pool systems are perfect for your next elevated pool project. A Natare
pool can be designed to fit any space available. Looking to add a multi-purpose
recreational pool for guests? A Natare AWS pool can easily be designed to create
a unique atmosphere with a variety of depth changes, seating, stairs, spas within
the pool and much more.

Natare AWS all-welded pool
systems are customized,
all-welded unitized pool
construction systems, preengineered to the exact
requirements of each project.
A Natare pool is furnished in corrosionresistant, easily maintained stainless steel
with a number 3 polished finish. Mirror finish,
stainless and ceramic tile are also available for
special applications.
Natare pools are the ideal choice for inground, on-ground or elevated aquatic
construction and feature sectional design
tailored to the exact configuration of each
project. Pool components are pre-fabricated
to the required sizes and assembled on-site
using TIG welding techniques to form a onepiece, rugged, watertight system.
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what is an AWS
Pool System?

Optional Handrail

Customizable Gutter
Configuraiton
Unbreakable
GPM grating

Natare AWS all-welded pool systems are
customized, all-welded unitized pool
construction systems, pre-engineered to
the exact requirements of each project.
AWS is a permanent system that works with a
variety of different floor systems including our
Natatec® PVC pool lining system. Your pool
project can have the luxurious curves and
sinuous shape of a lazy river while still achieving
the strength and stability that only all-welded
stainless steel pool systems can provide. Interior
finishes include polished stainless steel, ceramic
tile and Natatec PVC pool lining. Other special
finishes are available upon request.

Optional
Recessed
Steps

Polished
Stainless Steel
Walls
Floor to Wall
Transition Strip
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Stainless Steel
Floor Support
System

Engineered
Butress
System

Heavy Gauge
Stainless Steel
Floor
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why aws?
Five reasons an
AWS pool is the
right choice for
your project:
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Natare Products and
Systems
MicroFlo® Perimeter Overflow Systems

Integral perimeter recirculating systems or overflow channel
return systems provide the ultimate pool surround. Available
in deck-level, semi-recessed or fully recessed configurations in
single channel, double channel and positive suction return.

durable and low maintenance
The cracking, bulging and deterioration of typical
concrete pool construction is eliminated because
stainless steel resists the effects of hard use,
weathering and settlement.

Natatec® Pool Lining Systems

Simply the most durable, cost-effective and functional pool
interior waterproofing system available. Build, renovate or
remodel pools your way with the freedom to create attractive,
functional and watertight pool facilities.

virtually indestructible
Our pools are complete stainless steel structures,
pre-engineered to the exact project requirements

Natare Fixed and Movable Bulkheads

quickly assembled on-site
Each of our stainless steel pools are individually
engineered and structurally designed using the most
comprehensive computer design and modeling tools.

The answer to multi-purpose, functional pool systems, Natare
bulkheads are world renowned for the perfect competition
systems. Vertically deployed or laterally moved, Natare
bulkheads are available for any pool configuration.

Grating Systems

flexible design options

Exclusive GPM polymer and PVC profile grating systems for pool
surrounds, overflow systems or any pool, spa or recreational
environment. The first certified slip-resistant grating with a 10year full-replacement warranty!

Your pool project can have the luxurious curves and
sinuous shape of a lazy river while still achieving the
strength and stability that only all-welded stainless
steel pool systems can provide.

corrosion-resistant
Stainless Steel provides a longer life cycle and reduced
maintenance

MicroFlo™ Filtration

High capacity stainless steel vacuum sand and pressure filters in
vertical or horizontal configurations. Available in sizes suitable
for even the largest swimming pools, spas or water features; we
sell the most economical, durable and highest purity filtration
available. An entire pool recirculation, filtration and control
system ready for fast, easy and economical pool or water feature
construction.
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Natare equipment, systems and services
are available from a worldwide network
of distributors, representatives and
experienced specialty contractors.
Whether it is new construction,
renovation or operation,
talk to Natare.

Natare Corporation

5905 West 74th Street | Indianapolis, IN 46278 | USA
(800) 336-8828 | (317) 290-8828
www.natare.com • natare@natare.com
v43483

